SPAIN

EU Telecom rules:
Where are we now?
The most significant development in Spain was the completion of the initial market review required by the
EU Telecom Rules. Although the National Regulatory Authority (NRA), CMT, was slow to start its market
analyses, it completed the review of the level of competition on the relevant markets in about one year.
Regulatory mechanisms have already made a significant impact on market competition, such as
unbundling of the incumbent’s local network or intensive use of number portability. There are also signs
of increased competition in the mobile market, with new players entering the market and new tariff
schemes increasing the variety of offers for consumers. Overall, consumers have benefited from falling
prices since the liberalisation of the electronic communications market, and some recent measures might
improve the protection of users’ rights and quality of service information. The overall financial burden and
the difficulties with the roll-out of networks are considered critical barriers by operators.

Overview
Broadband

Although broadband penetration increased to 13.9%, it
was still below the EU average (15.7%) as of October
2006. ADSL is the main technology used. Since mid-2005
the incumbent has gained market share in terms of lines:
from 51.5% in July 2005 to 55.8% in October 2006.
Following significant investment by alternative operators,
the number of unbundled lines more than doubled in the
past year.
The CMT mandated the incumbent to publish an IP
bitstream offer and changed the cost model for bitstream
products from a retail-minus to a cost-plus model. The
new reference unbundling offer also introduced changes
to reinforce the non-discrimination obligation and reduced
the fee for fully unbundled lines to the EU average.
Last November, the CMT imposed a large fine (€20
million) on the incumbent for hindering unbundling of local
loops by alternative operators.

Mobile

Mobile penetration (104% as of October 2006) is just
above the EU average (103%). The subscribers' market
share taken by the incumbent’s subsidiary slipped back to
46%, the second operator’s share increased to 29.8% and
the third operator’s remained stable (23.9%). The Spanish
mobile market situation is expected to change shortly
following the recent entry of the first mobile virtual network
operator and the fourth UMTS licence-holder.
Regulation of the mobile market increased. The CMT
imposed access obligation on the three dominant mobile
network operators, which they appealed against to the
national court. Up to now, a number of agreements on the
market have not required the regulator’s intervention.

Moreover, the glide path for mobile termination rates
established to gradually lower prices to a converged price
of 7 cent per minute from April 2009, led to greater
regulatory certainty.

Fixed telephony

Competition increased in this rather mature market. The
percentage of subscribers using a provider other than the
incumbent for direct access had risen to 13.9% by
September 2006 compared with 12.3% the previous year.
The number of pre-selected lines decreased by 14.5% to
2 million, by October 2006, as unbundling is currently the
option preferred by alternative operators. The regulator is
studying the impact of introducing wholesale line rental.
The CMT withdrew the previous price cap system for fixed
retail calls markets. The CMT was one of the first NRAs to
impose obligations for Ethernet and Fast Ethernet
interfaces on the wholesale terminating leased lines
market. However, interconnection and leased line prices
were not modified during 2006, and leased line prices are
still above the recommended EU ceiling.

Broadcasting

Spain has one of the highest terrestrial television market
shares in the EU, although different platforms are
providing broadcasting transmission services: cable
(8.2%), satellite (17.2%) and analogue terrestrial
television (74.0%), plus the recently-launched DSL-based
operations. The deadline for regional and national switchoff is 2010, while the local switch-off deadline is 2008.
The CMT imposed an obligation to provide access to the
terrestrial broadcasting transmission network of the
dominant operator at cost-oriented prices, although no
operator has made use of it to date.
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Important consumer information
Tariff transparency
and quality of
service
Universal service

Directory services
and enquiry
directory services
Emergency services
Number portability

Must-carry
Consumer
complaints and out
of court dispute
resolution
Premium-rate
service and
activation of nonrequested services

Consumers have benefited from the growing diversity of offers, including flat rates for voice and data services and
the first mobile tariff in which customers benefit from free incoming calls while roaming. In March 2006 a Quality
Order was adopted laying down a comprehensive list of quality indicators for fixed, mobile and internet access
services and for the provision of the universal service.
The incumbent operator was to be directly designated as universal service provider before the end of 2006 since
it was the only operator to express interest in accordance with the criteria laid down in the public consultation. In
its last decision on the net cost for provision of the universal service of March 2004, the CMT established that the
unfair burden condition had not yet been fulfilled. The regulator is currently analysing the latest costs estimates
along with a new methodology for calculating net costs.
The Spanish authorities are examining the possibility of removing directory enquiry services from the universal
service.
In Spain caller location information is provided using the push technique in the entire country. Operators claim
that the costs should be borne by the emergency services and not by the operators as has been the case so far.
Number portability has been widely used to attract customers, who are able to change provider to match their
needs. Spain has the second highest number of fixed (2 290 400) and the highest number of mobile (9 400 000)
ported numbers in the EU as of October 2006. Moreover, the CMT launched a public consultation on the
progressive shift from a decentralised to a centralised procedure for mobile number portability.
A Regulation adopted in July 2006 maintains must-carry obligations, which up to now have been imposed only on
cable operators, for certain analogue channels until the switch-over in 2010. However, general interest objectives
do not appear to be clearly defined
In March 2006 a Quality Order was adopted laying down a comprehensive list of quality indicators for fixed,
mobile and internet access services and for the universal service. The office established within the Ministry of
Industry, Tourism and Commerce in April 2005 is dealing with a significant number of users’ complaints and
queries on users’ rights.
The Ministry announced new regulatory measures to protect users’ rights, in particular concerning premium-rate
services and because of the growing number of complaints from users about the activation of non-requested
broadband services and customer care.

Infringement proceedings pending under the EU Telecom Rules: 0

For further information:
Infso Desk
European Commission
Information Society and Media Directorate-General
Email: infso-desk@ec.europa.eu
Tel: +32 2 299 93 99
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/
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